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CSM: BOOSTING COLLEGE ACCESS AND SUCCESS

Boosting college access and success
Being a successful college student requires math and literacy skills, but also much more: problem
solving, knowing how to learn on your own, being careful in your work, persistence and resilience. Most
important, perhaps, is believing in your ability to succeed. If you don’t have this self-efficacy, you won’t
even consider that college might be right for you, and if you do enroll, your first minor speedbump will
just affirm your doubts and you’re more likely to quit.
CSMlearn uses next-generation adaptive learning to holistically build all of these important skills, so that
students are academically and personally prepared to take on the challenge of college.

The CSM solution
The innovative, online CSM Course builds the following High Performance skills and traits:

 college-level quantitative reasoning and applied literacy that are useful across all jobs and in
college
 problem-solving strategies and mindset to confidently tackle problems as they arise
 active, independent learning for acquiring new skills and knowledge both in college and on the
job
 attention-to-detail and conscientiousness which are a critical trait for college success, yet
often undermined in education
 persistence and self-reliance to keep going even when frustrated or overwhelmed
 high personal expectations and a mastery mindset that drive “A-level” work
 self-efficacy: the knowledge, founded in experience, that you can succeed
CSM instruction is based on next-generation adaptive learning technology that simultaneously
personalizes instruction in academic/cognitive, learning-to-learn/metacognitive, and how-you-feel/howyou-act/noncognitive realms. The result of CSM instruction is not just outstanding academic skills, but
students who are more effective and enthusiastic learners.
CSM is inexpensive and easy to implement, and is effective for all students. On completion of CSM,
students earn the CSM Certificate.

CSM instruction is innovative and efficient
CSM is extraordinarily efficient, using advanced adaptive learning technology
to choose skills to learn that at each moment are at a student’s edge of
knowledge where learning is most rapid, so no student’s time is wasted trying
to learn skills either out of their reach or that they already know.
The CSM experience is highly personalized experience, and instantly
responds to specific errors made by the student to help them identify and
then correct their mistakes. Students can also choose from multiple types of
instruction to match their individual strengths, weaknesses, and learning
styles.
In addition, the CSM Course uses dozens of techniques from behavioral
economics and social and educational psychology to build self-efficacy. For
example, when students master a skill, we tell them the percentage of 4-year college graduates and all
adults in the US who could do that skill (and CSM skills are hard! There are many skills that only 35% of
college grads and 15% of all adults can do). This bolsters self-efficacy, because students realize that
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when they struggle on CSM, it’s not because their dumb – it’s because CSM skills are hard for everyone.
Many students have never been able to favorably compare themselves to college grads, and it changes
their self-identity and sense of what they can accomplish.
See Appendix A for more on CSM’s next-generation learning techniques, and Appendix B for data for
the TABLE study, which compared CSM with a number of gold-standard online programs.

ACE CREDIT recommendation
The American Council on Education’s College Credit Recommendation Service (ACE CREDIT®) has
evaluated the CSM Certificate and recommends 3 semester hours
of college credit for quantitative reasoning at the associate/lowerdivision baccalaureate category. ACE is the major coordinating
body for all the nation’s higher education institutions, representing
more than 1,600 college and university presidents and more than
200 related associations (for more information, see
www.acenet.edu/credit).

Career Strategies
CSMlearn has also developed Career Strategies, which is an optional course-within-the-CSM-Course
that develops the skill of lifelong career decision-making, including topics such as:

• the difference between a career and a job
• the importance of thinking about your career all the time, not just at transition points
• that credentials and job history may get you a job, but performance on the job is what gives
promotions and a career trajectory

• that life satisfaction is more than income (though you should know what a living wage is) and
involves other factors like purpose and mastery.

High school students get 4000 hours of academic instruction, but only minutes of career guidance!
Career Strategies complements traditional, job-oriented career guidance, by placing education and work
in the context of life.
Career Strategies also guides students through building a personal profile of their assets, including not
only their formal education and job history, but also their personal network of friends and mentors, their
informal jobs, their personal interests, activities, and life experiences that demonstrate various skills and
mindsets.

CSM and Career Strategies benefits

strongly
disagree
disagree

College access
The primary impediment to college access is that
many students have had bad experiences in prior
education, leading either to disinterest in further
education or a belief that they can’t be successful
in education. For these people, the idea of going to
college doesn’t elicit excitement, but fear.

agree

strongly
agree

I feel more prepared for
further education

0%

7%

38%

55%

I feel more excited
about further education

0%

0%

38%

62%

Survey results from health insurance employees ranging from
frontline to senior manager, those with a high school diploma
to those with a postgraduate degree. Please see Appendix C
for more information
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In the decision of whether to attend college, the fear of failure is compounded by enormous upfront
commitments of time, money, effort, and ego. CSM allows those considering postsecondary education
to test the waters with an extremely inexpensive course that improves their ability to learn and succeed
at college, builds their confidence to take on the larger college commitment, and even gains them one
of the most daunting challenges: key college math credit through the ACE CREDIT® recommendation.
CSM makes people feel capable, and the thought of college less intimidating.
An illustration of this effect occurred at Cuyahoga Community College (Tri-C), which incorporated the
CSM Course into their Adult Diploma Program (ADP) and saw higher math and literacy scores, more
advanced industry certification programs, and more college credit than comparable programs.
Surprisingly, 28% of students in the program, without outside impetus, registered for associate degree
programs at Tri-C – and was not duplicated at other similar programs. Furthermore, of those attending
college, 70% either completed their degree or have shown multi-semester persistence.
Contributing to college access, the Career Strategies course provides a broader perspective on options,
and a greater sense of groundedness in making education and career decisions.

College completion
The CSM Course’s quantitative reasoning, applied literacy and problem-solving instruction is cutting
edge, and provides an important foundation for college success. But at the heart of college success is
not what you know, but rather how effective you are at learning, and CSM builds key learning-to-learn,
attention-to-detail, persistence and self-reliance skills and traits. CSM builds people who are confident,
active and effective learners.
Career Strategies helps students make smarter, more thoughtful, better informed and more confident
major and career decisions. As the pathways movement in colleges has shown, this will give rise to
students more likely to complete college, and in a shorter period of time.
CSM addresses the whole student – their skills, mindsets, fears, hopes, behaviors, self-identity and more
– to create a person with the drive and ability to complete college.

Low-cost, low-stress implementation
Our cutting-edge technology makes learning through CSM exceptionally fast and effective. Students
with a high school diploma will usually finish CSM in 10-50 hours, which can be completed over a few
weeks, or can be scheduled over months. For high school students, CSM is roughly the time of a
semester class, and adult education students with 4th-6th grade literacy may take 40-100 hours or more.
CSM can be implemented in schools, colleges, adult education programs, workforce development or
the incumbent workforce, and in in-class, blended learning environments or at a distance. Please consult
the CSMlearn website for pricing, but this is typically a small fraction of the cost of the 3 semester hour
class at a community or 4-year college (even including a personal coach).

Applications
The CSM Course has been implemented in various ways for postsecondary access and completion:

• At high schools: as a 9th grade course preparing students for rigorous high school math and other
classes; as a junior/senior math elective; as a college-prep course, earning placement and/or
credit; as part of an early college or dual/concurrent enrollment program
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• At colleges: as a developmental education course; as part of an early college high school; as part

of a bridge or first year program; as an academic success course; as part of a career guidance
program, with Career Strategies incorporated; as PLA credit; as a math course; as a co-requisite
with guided pathways 101 courses

• At employers: as preparation for tuition assistance/reimbursement – both to increase utilization
of these programs, as well as successful completion; as a general high performance upskilling
program

See Appendix C for survey results from a corporate training program leading to tuition assistance
utlitization, and Appendix D for some stories of CSM use

A new approach to college access and success
The CSM Course and Career Strategies build the essential element of postsecondary success:

• quantitative reasoning and applied literacy, problem solving, learning to learn, attention-to-detail
and persistence

• a deeply-held confidence in your ability that you’ll be successful, and an “I’ll knock it out of the
ballpark”

• an understanding of 21st century careers, how they are built, and how they connect to your life
To learn how your students or employees can take advantage of our new approach, visit
www.csmlearn.com or contact us at info@csmlearn.com to request more information and learn how
easy it is to start using CSM.
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Appendix A – CSM’s next-generation adaptive learning

• CSM teaches quantitative reasoning, applied literacy and problem-solving skills that truly matter in
education and work, personalizing learning with the Goldilocks Principle: students are directed to
skills that are neither too difficult or simple, but “just right”, where they work hard, but are generally
successful.
• CSM teaches learning strategies and meta-cognition: deciding what lessons to read, when to read
them, and how deeply to read them; accuracy in self-assessing of when you know the skill; planning
and goal-setting; an exploration mindset; and more. For example, CSM provides multiple lessons
(procedural, conceptual, multiple solutions, worked examples, etc.) for every skill, and monitors
how students try to learn and their personal success in learning, and then responds appropriately.
• A student without good learning behaviors won’t consistently employ their learning strategies –
such behaviors include attention-to-detail, conscientiousness, persistence, self-reliance, and more.
One way that CSM addresses these is that when students are frustrated, they often hit the Submit
key rapidly or enter junk answers, or alternatively escape to Facebook or other websites – CSM
monitors these behaviors and guides students to more successful interactions.
• Student behaviors are related to personal high expectations, growth mindset, intrinsic motivation,
and most importantly, self-efficacy: the belief that you can succeed when you set your mind to it.
Without self-efficacy, when a student hits a roadblock, their suspicions of likely failure are affirmed,
resulting in poor persistence and resilience. CSM addresses these issues with many methods
taken from educational psychology and behavioral economics.
• There are many feedback mechanisms within the process. For example, when students are
successful at acquiring skills, their self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation improve. Additionally, if a
student has good learning strategies, they feel more in control and their self-efficacy improves.
Current state-of-the-art adaptive learning systems (Pearson, ALEKS, Cognitive Tutor, Knewton, etc.)
personalize only the student’s path through the skills. CSM is the first adaptive learning system to
personalizes all aspects of learning – skills, learning, behaviors, affect – in order to develop the virtuous
cycle of personal effectiveness and HIGH PERFORMANCE that results.
Importantly, the purpose of education and training isn’t simply to acquire skills, but to become a better
learner (e.g. with solid learning strategies and meta-cognition) and a better student (with good
behaviors and positive self-identity). That is, CSM attends to all aspects of learning, building high
performing people who will be successful at school, college, work and life.

Brief description of aspects of CSM’s next-generation approach
CSM analyzes student answers to determine the thinking error
Even when the answer is fill-in-the-blank, CSM analyzes the student input in order to determine the
student’s specific thinking error, significantly speeding the learning process.

CSM makes high level interpretations about the student every 10 minutes
Every 10 minutes, CSM analyzes the last 2 hours of student work and creates a series of high-level
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interpretations of student strengths and concerns, which CSM conveys directly to the student through
the computer interface, as well as communicating to CSM coaches.

CSM gives frequent and meaningful positive feedback
In most learning systems, positive feedback to the student is surprisingly rare and rote. In contrast,
CSM constantly provides meaningful positive feedback. For example, even if a student is stuck on
learning a skill, CSM can compliment them on how they’ve tried to learn – on the lessons that they
read, on their persistence, on their high degree of focus, on how they handle frustration, and more.

CSM asks meta-cognitive questions to produce people who think about their learning
CSM teaches meta-cognition to students – i.e., thinking about learning. At key times, CSM asks
students to reflect whether they know the skill that they’re working on (e.g. “Do you now know how to
do this skill?” “Do you understand what you did wrong?”, etc.). CSM checks to see how accurate they
are in answering these questions, and provides intervention for poor meta-cognition.

CSM monitors and responds to issues in learning strategies and performance traits.
Most adaptive learning programs focus on cognition, while CSM recognizes that the key issues for
most students are motivation, attitudes, behaviors and feelings. To provide personalized
interventions, CSM continuously monitors student behavior – putting “junk” into the system, rapidly
hitting the submit key, looking at other windows (e.g. email or Facebook), giving up quickly, etc. CSM
interprets student data every 10 minutes, and intervenes directly or through the coach.

CSM deals with frustration as a prerequisite to persistence
In most classes, teachers intervene quickly when they see frustrated students. In CSM, however,
persistence is a key goal, and there is no such thing as persistence without frustration, and teachers
shouldn’t short-circuit it. CSM monitors student frustration, but only intervenes (directly or through
the coach) when frustration appears ready to “boil over”.

CSM requires an extremely high level of mastery/competency
In education, “competency” usually means 60-70% on a multiple choice test. In CSM, most problems
are fill-in-the-blank, and students need to get 100% right on a page before they proceed to the next
skill, teaching students three things: what A-level work is; that they’re personally capable of A-level
work; and finally, the joy of mastery, allowing them to develop intrinsic motivation.

CSM ensures durable mastery
Most learning systems place a checkmark for a skill as soon as the student shows initial competency.
In CSM, a student earns a yellow belt (karate metaphor) when they first gain 100% mastery. They
must then show mastery over weeks to then earn their red and later their black belt.

CSM deals with learned helplessness
Many students experience “learned helplessness” -- when they get stuck, they just put their pencil down.
They assume the issue is with themselves, thinking: “I can’t do this, and everyone else probably can – I’m
really dumb. If I try, I still won’t be able to do it and then I’ll feel worse, so I won’t even try.” One of CSM’s
many interventions for this is that after a student learns a skill, CSM indicates it’s difficulty – e.g. “Only
20% of all adults and 40% of college graduates could do that problem”. Now the student thinks: “I can’t
do the problem not because I’m stupid, but because it’s hard. If I spend 5 minutes on it, I can usually do it,
and then I’ll be doing things most people can’t do.” CSM protects students from learned helplessness,
and gives them space to try hard things.
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Appendix B – The TABLE Study
Overview
The TABLE study, published in June 2017, was conducted by Stanford Research Institute (SRI
International) at the behest of the Joyce Foundation in order to determine the effectiveness of
educational technology in adult education. Five educational technologies were compared:
•

CSM (referred in the study by a previous name, Core Skills Mastery)

•

MyFoundationsLab (Pearson)

•

ALEKS (McGraw-Hill)

•

GED Academy (Essential Education)

•

Reading Horizons (Reading Horizons)

Murphy, R., Bienkowski, M., Bhanot, R., Wang, S., Wetzel, T., House, A., Leones, T., Van Brunt, J.
(2017). Evaluating Digital Learning for Adult Basic Literacy and Numeracy. Menlo Park, CA: SRI
International.
https://www.sri.com/sites/default/files/publications/evaluating-digital-learning_1.pdf

Highlights
CSM showed the largest reading and language gains, outpacing even literacy-only programs like Reading
Horizons.

CSM showed the highest gains relative to classroom controls for math instruction
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Students engaged far more with CSM than the other products
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Appendix C – Corporate Training Case Study
CSM isn’t just for people who don’t yet have a college degree, or who are currently enrolled in educational
programs. It builds skills, personal traits, and self-efficacy across the entire spectrum of educational
backgrounds: The following survey results come from a cohort of 47 students from a mid-size health
insurance company who ranged from frontline to managerial positions, where 25% had a postgraduate
degree, 25% had a bachelor degree, 20% had an associate degree, and 30% had a high school diploma.
strongly
disagree
disagree

agree

strongly
agree

I found parts of CSM challenging

0%

0%

17%

83%

I found CSM motivating -- I wanted to
complete it

0%

0%

20%

80%

CSM was a worthwhile experience for me

0%

0%

27%

73%

I learned a lot from CSM

0%

0%

37%

63%

Having worked on CSM, there are more tasks
that I can tackle

0%

3%

45%

52%

I feel more prepared for further education

0%

7%

38%

55%

I feel more excited about further education

0%

0%

38%

62%

With regards to the last two questions about being more prepared and excited about further education,
on completion of CSM, a number of students directly signed up through tuition assistance for bachelor’s
and master’s degree programs.
The breadth of application – from those without a high school diploma to those with advanced degrees
– opens the door to a number of interesting postsecondary applications in workforce and corporate
training, and could potential expand the currently low access of employees to postsecondary education
through tuition assistance programs.
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Appendix D – CSM Stories
Tyler Ramos

Coordinator of Student Success Initiatives, Umpqua Community College (Roseburg, OR)
I have many students in CSM that come from diverse backgrounds. Some of the students are ESL
students, some have disabilities, some who have not been to school for years, or high school students
who are intimidated by the college environment. Most of the students who come to me have very low
self-esteem brought on by their families or high school instructors. Some of the students who have been
out of school for over 10 years think that they are “stupid” and cannot learn college-level curriculum.
After CSM, the students’ motivation and self-esteem go through the roof. Not only are they going and
retaking the placement exam to get into the classes they need, but they are on track for graduation and
pursuing resources to succeed in their classes. …Overall, most of the students who are in CSM even for
the shortest time benefit more than they realize. In the data that I am collecting, we are seeing that
students are improving their placement exam scores and persisting into the next term (on track for
graduation) because they utilized CSM.
CSM really helps with the student’s confidence to take college-level classes. Those students who go
through CSM are finding the resources they need rather than going around asking for instructors’ help.

Dr. Marcy Fetzer

Principal Consultant, DecisionWise, Leadership Intelligence
Academic Faculty, Organizational, Leadership, Strategy Department,
Marriott School of Business, Brigham Young University
I am a Principal Consultant of DecisionWise. Our company offers leadership and organizational
development services to a wide variety of companies both here in the US and around the world.
Our company learned recently about CSM, and I and another executive at the company decided to take
CSM ourselves in order to understand its potential application in our consulting practices. From our
personal experiences, we believe that the skills that CSM teaches and assesses are not simply careerreadiness skills, but are rather leadership skills that are important to corporate managers and
executives, as well. It is a program I recommend frequently to leaders to enhance their critical thinking
abilities and decision-making skills.
I believe that CSM is a unique product, and has wide applications in the business world. And unusually,
it should find use across positions, from the front line employee to manager or executive positions.

Brent Lumbra

Student, Vermont Adult Literacy -- Started with 4th grade math & literacy, worked on CSM for over 100
hours, and finished with 11th grade skills
I dropped out of high school at age 16 and entered the workforce. I've been in construction for 38 years,
and I have been dreaming about a career change. My dream school is Maine Maritime Academy, I want
to be a merchant marine operations officer and sail the world. I had a dream and no idea how to achieve
it; also, do I have what it takes to get into Maine Maritime?
Doing the CSM course was so profound in my ability to learn. Now being a student at Vermont Adult
Learning, equal to a high school senior, I decided to visit Maine Maritime for an interview and student
for a day. The director of Maritime waved my SATs and gave me a roadmap to get in. I am now signing
up for foundations of algebra at Community College of Vermont, in the spring semester. Thanks to CSM
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I have learned that I can do the work. It was so empowering to finish the CSM course. Thanks to CSM I
am truly living my dream, it’s just a beginning.

Don Fox

CEO, Firehouse Subs (1100 restaurants with over 20,000 Associates)
Note: Don and several of his VPs and senior managers have earned their CSM Certificates.

The restaurant industry is the first employer for one out of three Americans. With nearly 15 million
people employed at more than one million restaurants, the industry provides incredible opportunity for
those wishing to work hard and learn, and climb a career ladder that can take them from the dish room
to the board room. Working hard comes naturally to many. Learning, however, is another matter.
The industry welcomes people from every corner of our society, with diverse educational foundations.
And many of the employees who join the industry are ill-equipped with some of the basic math, reading,
and critical thinking skills it takes to achieve the next rung on the ladder. A lack of proficiency in these
areas can go undetected during an employee's early tenure. And if detected too late, they may miss the
opportunity to realize their full potential.
CSMlearn provides a valuable tool for assessing and strengthening the proficiency of employees at all
levels of the organization. As an employer, one can have absolute confidence that a team member who
has successfully completed the CSM course will have a solid foundation upon which to build their jobspecific knowledge and skills. If allowed to permeate an organization, it has the potential to affect the
team culture, and strengthen the foundation of the enterprise. The team at CSMlearn has put together
a great program that will benefit not only a company, but society as a whole.

Roxolana T., M.S.

Manager of Compliance Audit – healthcare insurance provider
My first impression based on the information session and then the introductory material was that the
course would be heavy on math skills. Instant anxiety. But I proceeded. There were times that I wanted
to quit because my frustration level was rising. There were problems that seemed so obvious but for
whatever reason were escaping any effort at solution… Were there moments I felt like I would never
understand what was being asked? Yes. Did I think I needed to slow down and utilize every resource
just to solve one problem? Of course not! And yet… what I learned was that I need to slow down, gather
as much information as possible regarding what I’m being asked to solve, proceed with caution and
check my work. Did I give up? No.
So what did those hours of reaching for my calculator and then realizing I didn’t need to use it if I just
thought about the problem and the moments of wanting to give up teach me? That I can overcome fear
and anxiety, that I’m not a quitter when the going gets tough, that the skills presented and on which we
are challenged involve both soft and concrete skills. I learned about math but I also learned about my
own personality. I learned about logic, but I also learned about my own patience (or lack of at times).
It’s about utilizing our skills and trusting that we can slug our way through a tough spot.
I enjoyed the self-paced tempo and like that it was on my time, in my space and that I could stop at any
point and always return to the last place I stopped. It’s designed to be user friendly, the graphics are
easy, the information thorough. What I would like to see is the CSM credential become recognized and
carry weight toward CEUs for other certifications or licenses. My understanding is that this is somewhat
new as a certification so I hope it picks up some steam and becomes something that employers will
seek in applicants. Thanks for the challenge!
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